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CONTEXT SETTING 
Yanis Varoufakis is the current Finance Minister of 
Greece. In January 2015, he was elected to the Greek 
parliament, representing SYRIZA, and took office in the 
new government of Alexis Tsipras.   
 
 
 
Socrates was an ancient Greek philosopher known for 
popularizing the dialectic method, which was a form of 
discussion prompted by a constant stream of critical 
questioning.  
 
 
 
Aristotle, also an ancient Greek philosopher is known 
for constructing the three pillars of persuasive speaking, 
ethos (credibility of the speaker), logos (logical 
arguments), and pathos (emotional connection). 



RECAP: Financial Crisis + Elections 

o  “Once upon a time, Greece said ‘help me, I’m poor.’ Europe gave it 
money in exchange for things like higher taxes and massive layoffs.  

o  That worked for a little bit until Greece realized austerity is 
hard. Last month, the country elected a new government that 
promised to get rid of the bailout reforms. 

o  Then, that government told Europe, ‘we want your money, but we 
don’t want your austerity.’ Insert Europe laughing.  

o  This is Greece’s version of a political Hail Mary. It knows that its 
European creditors probably won’t go along with these demands. 

o  But with more than a quarter of the country jobless, and many living 
in poverty, a lot of Greeks see this big ask as the only way out of a 
financial nightmare.” 

 
      – The Daily Skimm  



SCENARIO 

In this scenario, the ancient Greeks return to council the 
fiery, passionate Varoufakis to prepare for upcoming 
debates with  the logical Angela Merkel of Germany. 



DIALOGUE 

I’m stuck in a hard place. The common Greek had nothing to do with 
the financial games that the business elite established, and benefited 
from, yet they have to pay the price. The austerity measures 
Germany has imposed are cruel and unfair. It is financial 
waterboarding.*      

Is it not equally cruel that the Germans must pay thrice? For the 
misdeeds of the Greek’s elite, for the bailouts of our common man, 
and for the global business network imposed on them?  

If I don’t stand up for the people of Greece and simply agree to the 
terms, I will be seen as a leader with no credibility that used populist 
rhetoric to get elected. If I walk away from negotiations with Greece, 
the people of Greece will suffer. Germany has nothing to lose. 



DIALOGUE 

Isn’t an unstable Greece dangerous for the European Union? Isn’t 
that why Germany bailed you out in the first place?  

It sure wasn’t from the goodness of their hearts. It was a financial 
decision to save us. Human suffering and morality should be as 
valued as logic and finance!* 

You both raise good points. Young man, to be effective in your 
debate with the logical, Angela, you must lay out your case by 
painting a picture of the suffering, laying out a logical solution  
and emphasize your credibility as an economist. 



DIALOGUE 

But how can I ensure that the world will see my side? After all, it’s not 
just Angela I must convince, but all of the European Union members, 
and the business community.  

How important is it to spend energy on the masses when you can 
convince one powerful entity with the potential to launch a thousand 
ships?   

Socrates, he needs to convince Angela first and foremost 
effectively using rhetorical devices like imagery to show the lost 
generation of Greeks, metaphors that visualize and simplify 
complex dry economic terms, and then we can spread those 
messages around…. 



DIALOGUE 
The debate with Angela must be a public spectacle. Invite 
all of your smartest, well dressed friends from neighboring 
countries to sit behind you so that everyone can see you 
are not alone.  You must dress in a style that emphasizes 
your common man nature, one that shows you are 
passionate, ready to throw down mentally and physically. 
You must prepare your thoughts and spread them by 
writing them and publishing them in places where 
important readers can reach them.    

I got that covered. In fact many newspapers and blogs 
write about how me and my party don’t wear ties to show 
that we’re not the establishment. But you’re right. More 
people need to know that I am an economist. Not just a 
firebrand.  



THE SPEECH: That hits all the right notes 
As finance minister of a small, fiscally stressed nation lacking its own 
central bank and seen by many of our partners as a problem debtor, I 
am convinced that we have one option only: to shun any temptation to 
treat this pivotal moment as an experiment in strategizing and, instead, 
to present honestly the facts concerning Greece’s social economy, 
table our proposals for regrowing Greece, explain why these are in 
Europe’s interest, and reveal the red lines beyond which logic and 
duty prevent us from going. 
 
The great difference between this government and previous Greek 
governments is twofold: We are determined to clash with mighty 
vested interests in order to reboot Greece and gain our partners’ trust. 
We are also determined not to be treated as a debt colony that 
should suffer what it must.  
 
 I am often asked: What if the only way you can secure funding is to cross 
your red lines and accept measures that you consider to be part of the 
problem, rather than of its solution?  
 
But what if this brings your people much pain? I am asked. Surely 
you must be bluffing. The problem with this line of argument is that it 
presumes, along with game theory, that we live in a tyranny of 
consequences. That there are no circumstances when we must do what 
is right not as a strategy but simply because it is ... right. 



THE SPEECH 
 
Against such cynicism the new Greek government will innovate. We shall desist, 
whatever the consequences, from deals that are wrong for Greece and wrong for 
Europe. No more loans — not until we have a credible plan for growing the 
economy in order to repay those loans, help the middle class get back on its feet and 
address the hideous humanitarian crisis. No more ‘‘reform’’ programs that target 
poor pensioners and family-owned pharmacies while leaving large-scale 
corruption untouched. 
 
Our government is not asking our partners for a way out of repaying our debts. We 
are asking for a few months of financial stability that will allow us to embark upon the 
task of reforms that the broad Greek population can own and support, so we can 
bring back growth and end our inability to pay our dues. 
 
One may think that this retreat from game theory is motivated by some radical-left 
agenda. Not so. The major influence here is Immanuel Kant, the German philosopher 
who taught us that the rational and the free escape the empire of expediency by 
doing what is right. 
 
How do we know that our modest policy agenda, which constitutes our red line, is 
right in Kant’s terms? We know by looking into the eyes of the hungry in the 
streets of our cities or contemplating our stressed middle class, or considering 
the interests of hard-working people in every European village and city within 
our monetary union. After all, Europe will only regain its soul when it regains the 
people’s trust by putting their interests center-stage. 
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